
HORIZON
SUSPENDED ACOUSTICS

DESCRIPTION

Horizon allows shapes to appear floating from 
ceilings and walls while increasing acoustic 
performance. 
With five geometric shapes, slick finished edges 
and clean hidden fixings, Horizon allows an easy 
yet good looking feature for hospitality spaces,
open plan offices, meeting rooms, education 
facilities and lobbies.
Utilising our sophisticated channels, clips and 
suspension wires, Horizon can be installed on 
ceilings and walls without the need for clear 
space, as minimal contact is made between the 
panel and the surface area; providing a floating 
aesthetic.
For ceilings, Horizon’s adjustable system 
allows you to set the suspension height with 
ease giving you the ability to target multiple 
frequency levels within the chosen space. 
Horizon can also be clipped to walls as a 
demountable acoustic panel, without the need 
for adhesives.
Low VOC – beneficial for IEQ
UV stabilised and resistant to colour fade so it’ll 
always look as good as the day it was installed
Not made from fibreglass or mineral fibre and 
does not contain formaldehyde, crystalline silica 
or other carcinogens, common to traditional 
fibrous absorbers
Cleanable and easily demountable
Hides ceiling services
Includes high recycled content and is recyclable 
at the end of its life
Highly durable so you’re assured of long-term 
stability and performance
Seismic bracing as per local building code 
requirements.
Supplied with suspension kits for suspension 
or Frontier clips for direct fixing, fix with 
countersunk fastener appropriate for the 
substrate. 
Install as per Horizon Install Instructions.
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Available Colours:

CALL US TODAY ON:   1300 00AGILE agile-xtra.com Options:

Ironbank, zenith, senado, rosada, opera, acros, tree 
house, lotus, bosco, pinnable, galaxy, falling water, 
empire, flatiron, savoye, petronas, pavilion.



HORIZON
SUSPENDED ACOUSTICS

DETAILS

Cleaning & Maintenance:

Warranty:
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Damp Cloth, Mild Detergents

10 Years under Normal Wear & Tear

DIMENSIONS

Rectangle 2400 x 1200mm

Square 1200 x 1200mm

Circle 1200mm Dia

Right Angles Triangle 1200 x 1200mm

Hexagon 1100mm across the flats

Thickness 24mm


